Timepieces
Four Seasons Stories from the past

The Arrival of The Four Seasons
- As told by Billboard Magazine
We all love ‘Jersey Boys’ - The musical story of the life and times of The Four Seasons,
but it is very easy to get wrapped up into believing the story and accepting it as the
truth. But the real story portrayed in the magazines of the day isn’t the true story either
as the group sought to hide their background and their somewhat shady origins.
So with the www publication of the most historic music magazine of the 20th century,
Billboard it is worth reviewing in their pictures and words just how the Four Seasons
‘arrived’. So in date order we journeyed through google.com.books to find and review
the story of the Four Seasons arrival and present our scrapbook with commentary

Introduction
By 1960 Billboard was into it’s 66th year as the USA’s
‘amusement industry’s leading News Weekly’. It was the music ‘establishment’s newspaper describing the company and
management organizations major moves week by week
More Broadway then Hollywood the paper covered the record
company developments and the releases of major artists. But
it’s main claim to fame by the 1960s was it’s singles chart. As
the purchase and production of the 45 exploded at the start
of the decade, the record industry was a rising star as city
and urban populations used their residual income for entertainment. The sales of albums still exceeded 45s but that was
to change as the decade unfolded. The Billboard Hot 100
became THE chart as far as a measure of success, but the
paper served all the main genres of Jazz, Country and R’n’B
as well as specialty records for children and the religious
markets.
As far as pop was concerned the traditional MOR artists of
the 50s and band/orchestras still held sway with artists like
Mantovani alongside Don Gibson, Nina Simone or Sammy
Davis Jnr in the record ads. And today it seems difficult to
remember a time when the Four Seasons weren’t around on
the charts. But that would not happen till 1962 and so as we
watch the start of Jersey Boys and we see the portrayal of
the early years told by Tommy De Vito...we compare the
facts in Billboard with what we know of their pre-Seasons
history. A reality that was somewhat different as Billboard
shows as we go back to 1954
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1953 is the source of this record
when Frankie regularly attended The
Variety Trio gigs and they usually asked
him to sing. Paul Kapp (founder of Kapp
Records) saw his vocal talent and recorded some songs with him. In 1953
‘My Mother’s Eyes’ (his on-stage regular
song) and ‘The Laugh’s on Me (Corona
1234) got a release and although popular in the ‘neighbourhood’ hardly sold.
Moving on to 1954 Frankie had joined
the group (now the Variatones) and surprisingly Mercury picked up these two
tracks from the previous session. It’s
hard today to see that the style was
’exciting’ but the voice was amazing and
although the B side was more up-tempo
the lack of success was no surprise. The
search for a style of vocal performance
that would bring success had some time
to run. This experience of recording and
performing was clearly a big help to
Frankie’s ambitions to become a successful singer and the strong vocal
range is there for all to hear .Another
two years and a new direction and a
new sound would be explored and provide his next appearance in Billboard

The Four Lovers—1956/1958

The Four Lovers from the left:
Frankie Valli, Nick Massi, Hugh Garrity,
Tommy DeVito
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A new manager and a new name would change the fortune of Frankie and the guys. Peter Paul became
their manager in 1956 and “a week later they were auditioning for RCA-Victor”, according to Peter
Grendysa in the notes to the Bear Family CDBCD15424. Head man Joe Carlton liked their ability to
blend country & western with rhythm and blues. “The label had recently had considerable success
with Elvis Presley, who did the same thing….The group selected a more hip name, The Four Lovers and recorded for RCA-Victor on April 21st 1956” writes Peter. “For some strange reason, RCA
dumped the first two singles by the group on the market at the same time – usually the kiss of
death in the record business.” We found Billboard’s 2 page ad for these releases on May 5th 1956.
“The radio stations settled on ‘Apple Of My Eye’…and the teenagers loved it. It entered the Billboard charts on May 26th 1956, inched up to No 62 and then disappeared after 5 weeks……
However RCA really believed in the group, at least for a while and two weeks later the group
started to work on the ‘Joyride’ album.” A weird mixture of songs and performances this most certainly was. The record buying public of the day “remained unconvinced”, says Peter….as would most
Four Seasons fans to this day. In ‘Jersey Boys’ they are portrayed as a most embarrassing episode in
their history. The sounds were changing in rock’n’roll and the ‘Lovers’ had been left behind. .
Perter Grendysa again… “During the next few years, the Four Lovers did studio backup singing
and recorded for a number of small labels under a bewildering variety of names: Frankie Valle &
The Romans. The Village Voices, the Topics. Alex Alda. Billy Dixon & The Topics”……and….”By
1962 the Four Lovers were history, and the group was earning $100 per side as backup singers.
Frankie was doing construction work to support his family and contemplated moving to Las Vegas where Nicky DeVito had offered to help him find a job” They had entered the wilderness years
until a new song-writer was recruited. Bob Gaudio, formerly of the Royal Teens. As he says in Jersey
Boys……”none of this could've happened without me ”
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Factfile – The Four Lovers foreign RCA & Epic releases
-by S.Wriedt, with help from J.Sanchez & J.Pingree
Canada - RCA :
45 & 78 rpm RCA 6518 You're The Apple Of My Eye/Girl Of My
Dreams
45 rpm RCA 6519 Honey Love/Please Don't Leave Me
45 & 78 rpm RCA 6646 Jambalaya/Be Lovey Dovey
7" EP "The Four Lovers" RCA 869
Diddilly Didilly Babe/Shake A Hand/The Stranger/Night
Train
Chile - RCA :
7" EP CME 114 Never Never/The Stranger (plus 2 by the
Blenders)
7" EP CME 132 You're The Apple Of My Eye/The Girl Of
My Dreams (plus 2 by the Ames Brothers)
10" "Joyride" LP CML-3023 (10 tracks only)
black & white cover, same photo as USA album
green RCA label
France - RCA :
7" EP RCA 75.350 Rock And Roll No.5 with The Four
Lovers
Germany - RCA :
7" EP "The Four Lovers" EPA-869 [1956]
(as US EP, no ads on back, same notes)
7" EP "Joyride" EPA-871 [1957]
(as US EP, no ads on back, same notes)
12" "Joyride" LP LPM-1317-C [1956]
(as USA album, no ads on back, same notes)
India - RCA (on WB) & Epic (unconfirmed) :
45 rpm Warner Brothers 4210 Night Train/The Stranger
45 rpm Epic 9255 My Life For Your Love/Pucker Up

Review of Four
Lovers releases 5th
May 1956 and of
Frankie Vally release 2nd Nov 1959
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